
Space-arm Dual
Modern modular monitor arm

The Space-arm Dual uses the same Hub as the Space-arm
Single, but features two or more arms.

As with the Space-Arm Single and Beam Dual, this monitor arm can be
adjusted to the right height quickly and easily, so this arm is

extremely well-suited to flexwork stations.

An ergonomically correct monitor position leads to reduced discomfort and
complaints to the neck (Kumar 1994 McKinnon 1994, Marcus2002). The
optimum position increases productivity by 10% (Sommerich et al, 1998). A
relatively large viewing distance is less straining to the eyes, an arms length is
recommended. A condition of this is that the characters on screen must be
large enough to read easily (Owens and Wolf Kelly 1987). Larger characters can
be read quicker than small ones (Tullis et al, 1995), small characters therefore
decrease productivity (Jaschinski-Kruza, 1988).

Modular, two screens & modern design

The Space-Arm Dual has the same base as the Space-Arm Single, but it is

expanded with two arms for two monitors. Using a monitor arm is important,

because an optimal monitor position is much more comfortable to work with

and increases productivity by 10% compared to the wrong position (Sommerich

et al., 1998). Placing the monitor too low can cause more neck strain. Placing it

too high (the top certainly should not be above eye level) can also cause

problems. Probably even more important is adjustment of the depth, which

allows for an ideal viewing distance at all times. This helps you absorb

information better and causes the least eye strain.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/monitor-arms/space-arm-dual/


Benefits

Simple
The monitor arm is adjustable thanks to its gas
spring mechanism. It is ideally suited for flex
workspaces.

Mounting
There are countless attachment options
available, so the Space-Arm Dual can be
mounted on any vertical or horizontal surface,
including most panel systems for office
furniture.

Modular
This monitor arm can be expanded from one to
several screens (maximum 8).

Clean Desk
Because your monitor no longer sits on your
desk but is attached to the arm, you free up
workspace.

Ergonomic
A monitor arm gives you the right ergonomic
position, improving your back and neck posture
and reducing eye strain.

Quick Change
The quick exchange vesa option makes
switching monitors quick and easy.

Knowledge Center

Offices are increasingly making use of multiple
computer screens.

An obvious example is the stockbroker who uses
information from several sources to make split-second
decisions about...

Specifications

Width 500 mm

Height 500 mm

Depth 65 mm

Weight 6.9 kg

Product code: BNESPD
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